MUTUAL VALUES BRINGS
SAFETY AND QUALITY
TO HAZARDOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
Aqua Safety Showers International Ltd is a world-leading and
independently owned UK manufacturer of emergency safety showers and
eyebaths. With over 40 years’ experience in the safety shower industry;
the team have a common passion of creating an independent competitive
company to provide standard and customised safety showers for the oil,
gas, water and chemical industry.

As a company, Aqua Safety Showers always strive
to offer the highest quality products manufactured
to meet specific safety standards as well as units
that will meet both technical and commercial
requirements.

SUPPLIER:
MPM Bradford
CLIENT:
Aqua Safety Showers
PROJECT:
Volume production of safety
showers and eyebaths
RESULTS:
Delivering growth by improving
speed of production

“We have an amazing working relationship with the
MPM team, they listen to us, support us and always
deliver on their promises.
It is great when you can work with a supplier that
always delivers and yet also have great banter with

Alongside this, Aqua Safety Showers build
relationships with their customers to give them
100% customer service.
It is with this ethos and mission statement in mind,
that they knew they had to work with MPM as a
supplier, who clearly demonstrate the same high
levels of customer service.
Having worked with MPM previously, Janet Waine
(General Manager) understood the top quality
products that MPM deliver and had complete trust
in their ability to deliver the growth she required
for her business.

Same High Levels of Customer Service
Adding Value to the Working Environment
A Listening and Supporting Team

With Aqua’s business reaching this new growth phase,

the individuals, it makes working life much more fun
and we highly recommend the whole team.”

“It is great when you can
work with a supplier that
always delivers and yet
also have great banter
with the individuals, it
makes working life much
more fun and we highly
recommend the whole
team”
Janet Waine,
General Manager
Aqua Safety Showers

she knew that she could trust Ben and the MPM team
to deliver without having to spend time carrying out in
depth supplier checks.
With Janet’s experience in managing suppliers
in a manufacturing environment she understood
the importance of quality over quantity, she also
appreciated that her circle of suppliers must not just
deliver but also add value to their day to day working
environment – MPM ticked all her boxes.
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